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Problems with spoken corporaProblems with spoken corpora

� Difficulties in recording

� Takes a long time to transcribe

� After that, still problems with translating, � After that, still problems with translating, 
annotating, metadata, etc.

� Of course, there are many benefits too!



(Relatively) easy to harvest written (Relatively) easy to harvest written 
corporacorpora
� Online materials:
◦ Newspapers
◦ Blogs
◦ Twitter
◦ E.g. Fiksimini / fikminE.g. Fiksimini / fikmin
(#fiksimini, #fikmin)
◦ Facebook, etc.

� Other:
◦ SMS messages
◦ Watsapp
◦ Line
◦ Etc.
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� Other:
◦ SMS messages
◦ Watsapp
◦ Line
◦ Etc.

Private domain
Consent / ethical issues



Online materialsOnline materials

� An abundance of such material now

� Much of it in public domain so no consent 
issues

� Copyright? � Copyright? 

◦ Fair-dealing

� Variable amounts of self-archiving

◦ How long?



NewspapersNewspapers

� Readily available

� Public domain

� Usually standard 
major languagesmajor languages

� Google search

� Archiving?



BlogsBlogs

� Much available

� Mostly major languages, but…

� Public domain

� Archiving?� Archiving?



TwitterTwitter

� Public domain

� 140 character limit

� Small languages?

� Use hashtags� Use hashtags

� Find/follow
people who 
use minority
languages



More on twitterMore on twitter

� Hashtag #fiksimini
or #fikmin

� Emerged with 
speakers of 
Sundanese (mostly Sundanese (mostly 
women)

� Adopted more 
generally by 
Indonesian speakers

� Developing literary 
genre (cf. haiku)

Di-kira di-bangun cinta itu mudah
PASS-think PASS-build love  DEM easy
‘It’s believed building love is easy’

Nge-bangun cinta nggak semudah
ACT-build     love  NEG  as.easy
nge-bangun gedung

ACT-build   building
‘Building love is not as easy as building
a building’





FacebookFacebook –– not so publicnot so public
� P   mnado dloe qt..

Pi  Manado dulu kita..

Go Manado  first  I

� Hahay,, jlan2 dloe qt.
Hahay, jalan-jalan dulu kita.
Hahay, travelling   first   I

I went to Manado, I went travelling!

� nda b pngge,,,!!!!btw spa''??
nyanda ba pangge btw sapa-sapa?
NEG VB call       btw     who-DUP

You didn’t call me!! btw who (with)?You didn’t call me!! btw who (with)?

� hehehe..Ad p dnk kk, mama, 
dnk mama p tmng2...Kka d'mna dnk.?
Ade      pigi deng kakak, mama, 
↓sibling go with  ↑sibling  mama
deng mama  pe tamang-tamang
with   mama POSS friend-DUP
Kakak di mana dang?
↑sibling PREP where PART

� Hehehe. I (little sister) went  with my older 
sibling, mum and mum’s friends. Where are you 
(older brother) anyway?

Indon, Manado Malay, particle, other



SMS, SMS, WatsappWatsapp, Line, etc., Line, etc.

� Private communication

� Needs consent

� Easy to harvest with smartphone

� Probably most common use of written � Probably most common use of written 
language in many minority languages



Jakarta Indonesian SMS projectJakarta Indonesian SMS project
� Possibly a real example of a natural communicative event

� Collaborative project with U. Maryland

� Target subjects all university students

� Smartphones only

� SMS plus metadata sent as spreadsheet to email address via 
SMS back-up app

� Various manipulations performed on spreadsheet data to 
produce Toolbox files

� Interlinearised in Toolbox using existing dictionary, but new 
settings files

� Colloquial Jakarta Indonesian is NOT an endangered 
language

� But there are many reasons to document it



Why colloquial Jakarta Indonesian?Why colloquial Jakarta Indonesian?

� Isn’t Indonesian alive and well?

� Yes, but colloquial varieties not so well documented

� Extreme diglossia, and many regional dialects

� There are really NO native speakers of the kind of 
Indonesian you learn in foreign language classes

� Standard Indonesian is learned at school and used in formal 
situations  kids learn a regional variety at homesituations  kids learn a regional variety at home

� I had lived in Indonesia for over a year before I heard anyone 
speaking it (in formal presentations at Indonesian Linguistic 
Society Conference)

� The Pusat Bahasa (cf. French language academy) active in 
promoting ‘standard’ Indonesian and spreading standard 
ideology but standard Indonesian is actually fairly artificial

� So it’s worth documenting non-standard varieties



University studentsUniversity students
� Easy to find them

� Most using smartphones

� Consent forms easy 
(literate, etc.)

� Paid Rp. 100,000 (approx. 
¥1,000) to participate
◦ We had to use their phone ◦ We had to use their phone 
credit to download SMS 
backup app

◦ They had to spend a fair bit 
of time providing metadata 
for all the people they were 
exchanging messages with

◦ Given opportunity to delete 
any SMS they felt  
uncomfortable about 
sending us



ConsentConsent



SMS backup appSMS backup app

� Many different apps available for Android 
and i-Phone

� Mostly low-end Android phones 

� App sends SMS messages plus metadata � App sends SMS messages plus metadata 
concerning message to an email address 
in an Excel file



Harvesting dataHarvesting data



MetadataMetadata



Processing data (1)Processing data (1)

� Used a few tricks in Excel to eliminate 
some data and to reorder things so that 
each set of interactions between two 
participants was separated and listed participants was separated and listed 
chronologically

� Elements automatically tagged so that 
they were Toolbox-ready

� Each of these interactions was used to 
create a Toolbox file



Processing data (2)Processing data (2)



Processing data (2)Processing data (2)

plg = pulang



Processing data (2)Processing data (2)

plg = pulang

jln = jalan



Processing data (2)Processing data (2)

plg = pulang ‘return’

jln = jalan ‘go’

krn = karena ‘because’



Processing data (2)Processing data (2)

plg = pulang ‘return’

jln = jalan ‘go’

krn = karena ‘because’

otw < (English) ‘on the way’,  but lexical 
item = ondewei



Processing data (3)Processing data (3)



Processing data (3)Processing data (3)

File name = SJIADAADB
SJI = SMS Jakarta Indonesian
ADA = ‘Speaker’
ADB = ‘Speaker’

Why we used \sl
field for SMS lexeme

All data anonymised



SummarySummary

�While we usually first think about using 
spoken language materials in language 
documentation,  there are other potential 
sourcessources

�We’ve surveyed a few possibilities about 
how we might use written corpora

� Look around and see what might be 
available in the language you work on


